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Let V be a vector space over the field k; by a linear relation on CY is meant 
a binary relation R on I/ such that: R is nonempty, 
VRV, 2 (ml) R(na,) (fl t k) 
VRV, and zuRwI * (v + w) R(v, + 20,) 
(cf. [8, pp. 51. 531; the notion also appears in the other references in the 
bibliography). 
Such an R, considered as a set of ordered pairs, is a linear subspace of 
5’ @ F‘. In particular, every linear transformation T : V--f F’may be regarded 
as a linear relation (writing VTV, if VT = s). 
This paper is concerned with the classification of linear relations on 
finite-dimensional vector spaces (under the obvious definition of isomorphism 
---cf. Def. 1.7 below). The result obtained may be stated as follows. Every 
linear relation R 
on a finite-dimensional space I/ is isomorphic (in a way unique up to order) 
to a direct sum (cf. Def. 1.6 below) of the following indecomposable types 
(with n = 1, 2,...): 
(1) The indecomposable types associated with the standard elementary 
divisor theory of endomorphisms T : V--t V; 
(2) V == he, @ ... 0 ke, ; the subspace R of I’ @j Vis gcncratcd over k 
by (el , 4, (e, , e,),..., (en-, , e,) (this generating set is empty and R = 0 
if n = I); 
(3) C’ = ke, &) . .. @ he,& ; K generated over Iz by (0, e,), (er , e,) ,..., 
(e,>-1 , e,,); 
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(4) 7- _ ke, es ..’ a ke,, ; R generated over k h!- (0, e,), (el , e,) ,..., 
(c,,-~ , e,,), (e,, , 0). 
Some preliminarv notions are defined in Sect. I ; this structure theorem is 
proved in Sect. 2 and 3. At the end of Sect. I, we discuss the classification 
problem for linear relations between tzuo vector spaces I’ and IV7 (i.e., for 
linear subspaces of I’@, IV). This turns out to be a much more trivial 
problem, and is solved simply by listing the dimensions of a few associated 
spaces. 
SECTION 1 
Throughout the entire paper, k will denote a field, unless otherwise stated. 
DEFINITION J I. A k-linear relation is a pair (I’, R) with I’ a vector space 
over k and R a suhspace of I’ @ I’, in which case we also say R is a k-linear 
relation on I’; we call (I;, R) jinitr-dimensional if I’ is; if (u, 2”) E R, we 
write cRa’. 
Thus, if ( IT, R) is a k-linear relation, then R is a binary relation on the set I- 
satisfying (for all a in k, V, ZO, or and zq in I:) 
LRI) ORO, 
LR2) CRC, G\ (ac) R(aa,); 
LR3) vRz’, and z&&x, G. (v + W) R(z:, -I- zur). 
Conversely, if R is a binary relation on It7 satisfying LRl-3, then R is a 
k-linear relation on 77. We shall often speak simply of linear relations, without 
mentioning k. 
Note that if T : I’--+ V is a k-linear transformation, then the function II’ 
(considered as a set of ordered pairs) is a k-linear relation on F. If (V, R) 
is a /z-linear relation, the necessary and sufficient condition that it he a linear 
transformation-in which case we may write uR = ?; instead of uRa-is 
that R satisfy: 
(i) For every ‘L’ in I’ there exists z’i with vRv, , 
(ii) ORv 3 0 = c. 
We have as operations on linear relations: converse, adjoint, product, 
powers, direct sum. These are defined as follows: 
DEFINITION 1.2. Let p -_ (V, R) he a linear relation. The converse relation 
is p-1 :.= (V, R--l) where 
sR~‘a, t+ Z$CL.. 
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DEFIXITION 1.3. Let p = (V, R) b e a linear relation. The adjoint veZation 
ispy = (V*, R*), where V* is the dual space to V, and for all 01 and /3 in l-*, 
w-c define c&*/3 to hold if and only if 
aRV 3 P(v) 1-z a(v’). 
[Note: If R is a linear transformation, so is R”, which then coincides with the 
adjoint of R in the usual sense.) 
DEFINITION 1.4. Let p -7 (l?, R) and u ~7 (V, S) be linear relations; 
their pmduct pekztion is pa ~ (V, RS) where 
vRSZ, x-:- for some z”, sRv’ and v’SV, . 
(It is readily verified that RS satisfies LR1-3 and so is a linear relation on I -.) 
DEFINITION 1.5. Let p = (I/, R) be a linear relation; for n a positive 
integer, ~~7 makes sense (since the product of Def. 1.4 is associative) and we 
define p+ to be (p”))’ -~: (p l)ll; we define p” to be the linear relation of 
equality on I;. (Note that pllp”’ = p ‘I+ I’) need not hold unless II, vz have the 
same sign-e.g., ppm l need not be p”.) 
DEFINTIOK 1.6. \\:e say (V, R) is the internal direct sum of the linear 
relations (17, , R,) and ( F2 , R,) if V is the internal direct sum of 1, and ZT2 ,
and R =~ R, $ R, (the latter sum is then necessarily direct). Let (I’, , R,), 
(1, , RJ be two linear relations; their external direct sum is defined to be the 
linear relation (V, R), where V is the external direct sum of I’, and V2 , and 
The notation @ will be used for direct sums in either sense; it is clear how 
both notions generalize to any finite number of direct summands. 
DEFINITION 1.7. Let p ~- ( li, R) and p’ =: (CT’, R’) be linear relations; 
we define a morphism p -> p’ to he a triple (p, p’, S) where S : IT + I” is a 
k-linear map such that 
CRV, z- (US) R’(v,S). 
Thus, the finite-dimensional /z-linear relations form the objects of an additive 
category .%‘IS. , with morphisms as just described, which contains the full 
subcategory Fk whose objects are endomorphisms of finite-dimensional vector 
spaces over k. niote that two k-linear relations (V, R) and (V’, R’) are iso- 
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morphic in the category gJC if and only if there exists an isomorphic k-linear 
map S : V--f Y’ such that 
VRV, x.2 (VS) R’(V,S). 
Remark. Unlike & , -%?,< is not an Abelian category-note that if 
p -:. (I’, 0), p’ = (I/, V @ V), then the morphism 
(P, P', 1 Y) : P-'P' 
is epic and manic but is not an isomorphism. 
The various operations just defined obey the following easily verified rules. 
PROPOSITION 1.1. Let p, u, etc., stand for linear relations; the occurrence in 
any of the following rules of a product, e.g., pp’, shall involve implicitly the 
hypothesis that the factors p, p’ are linear relations on the same vector space. 
n denotes any integer (positive, negative or zero). 
(I) (p-l)-' _ p, (,,L),,, = p7""'; 
(2) (p*)* 2 p if p is $nite-dimensional; 
(3) PdP2PJ = (PIPJP3 ; 
(4) The direct sum being external, we have natural isomorphisms 
Pl 0 P2 - P2 8 Pl, Pl 0 (Pz OPR) = (PI OP?) @Pa ; 
(5) (pu)-' rl a-lp-'; 
(6) (pu)* -7: (u*)(p*); 
(7) (p”)” : (p”)“; 
(8) (p ‘3 u)-’ = (p-1) 0 (u-1); 
(9) (p @ u)* % (p*) 0 (u”); 
(10) (P 0 4(Pl 04 = (PPJ @ (4; 
(1 I) (p @ U)” =-I (p”) @ (u”); 
(12) If a linear relation is the internal direct sum of two others, it is 
naturally isomorphic to their external direct sum; 
(13) The external direct sum of two linear relations is the internal direct 
sum of two linear relations naturally isomorphic to the first tzuo; 
(14) The direct sum defined in Def. 1.6 is both the direct sum and the direct 
product in the additive category J??,~ . 
Proof. Only (2) and (6) require some proof; the rest follow immediately 
from the definitions. 
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Ad(2): Let p = (V, R). The spaces V @ V and V* @ I/‘* are put in 
duality by the inner product 
R* is the orthogonal complement of R with respect to this pairing; moreover, 
if we identifv I’ and I’** it is readily seen that R** is the orthogonal 
complement of R* with respect to this pairing, whence R, R** coincide 
under this identification. More precisely, the canonical isomorphism 
I’ --f V** takes R onto R** and thus induces a natural isomorphism between 
p =: (b’, R) and (p*)* = (I/**, R**). 
Ad(6): Let p = (I’, R), (J = (I’, S); then 
(pu)* = (V*, (RS)*), u*/J* = (V*, S*R*). 
Let a, j3 lie in I,‘*. (u(RS)*/~ holds if and only if: 
(i) (r,,Rz 2 ) Z’psV~~) 3 p(q) = oI(v3). 
Also, olS”R*/3 holds if and only if: 
(ii) 3y in V* such that: if vSV’, then y(o) = &(a’) and if vRv’, then 
,5(c) m= y(v’) (i.e., such that aS*y, yR*/3). 
\Ve are done if we show (i) e (ii). Suppose (i) holds. 1Ve define a linear 
functional y1 on the subspace V, of V consisting of {v’ : vRv’ for some v} by 
requiring that ~Rv’ * /3(v) =: y,(v’). Th’. is re q uirement gives rise to a well- 
defined functional yi , since if vRv’, qRv’, then (v - vi) RO; by (i), 
(v - vi) RO, OS0 imply P(P) - vi) = a(O), i.e., /3(v) = p(vr). Similarly, 
there is a linear functional yz on 
FT2 == {v : vSv’ for some v’) 
defined by the requirement 
vSz:’ =j yr(v) == o!(v’). 
By (i), yr and yz agree on Vi n VT2 , whence they have a common extension to a 
linear functional y defined on all of V, which clearly satisfies the requirements 
of (ii). Thus, (i) * (ii); that (ii) + (i) is immediate. 
Remark. Instead of requiring k to be a field, suppose we allow k to be any 
associative ring. We may define a left k-linear relation as a pair p = (V, R) with 
V a left k-module and R a submodule of V @ V. All the preceding definitions 
go through in this greater generality as well as all the statements of Prop. 1.1 
with the exceptions of (2), (6) and (7); also, p* is then a right relation. 
The main purpose of this paper is the proof of the following theorem 
(from now on, k is again a field). 
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STRUCTURE THEOREM FOR LINEAR RELATIONS. 
E7;ery finite-dimensional k-linear relation p is isomorphic to the direct sum of 
a nonsingulav k-linear transformation ( I/*‘, T’) and a finite number- (possibly 
involving repetitions) of the following “basic types” ?f lineal- relatiou: 
I : (F, y T(n)), T+(H) :- (F, , T-(n)), ;~(n) :- ( Vn , i T(n)), 7 1 (n) 
(rf?, ) i P(n)) Where (with n =: 1, 2,...) I,, =-= ke, @ . ” 0 ke,, is a fixed zector 
space ozev k; T(n) is the subspace of I-,, 6; by,, generated oz’er k by 
(PI , 4, (e, , 4,..., Cc,,-, , 50; (1) 
Tm (n) isgenerated by (I) together with (e,, , 0); -f T(n) is generated by (I ) together 
with (0, e,); 1 T t(n) is genesutrd by (I) together with (0, e,) and (e,, , 0). 
Moreover, this decomposition is essentially unique, that is: the numbes of 
copies of a given basic type (e.g., T- (7)) is the same iu all such decompositions 
and depends only on p; also the isomorphism class of (V’, I[“) in 3; (01., xkat 
amounts to the same thing, the invariant factors of T’) depends only on p. 
Sections 2 and 3 will be devoted to the proof of this thcorcm. 
The well-known classification, by clementarv divisor theory. of the 
category ;T,, (whose objects, we recall, are k-linear endomorphisms of finite- 
dimensional vector spaces) shows that the ob.jects in .q, which arc 
indecomposable as direct sums are those isomorphic to 
PCP’“) = (1 XP”), T(P”)), 
where p is a manic irreducible polynomial in k[s], 1-1 is a positive integer, 
V(p”) is k[x]jp”k[x] and T(P”) is multiplication by x on r7(p”); moreover, 
every object in z,, is isomorphic to a direct sum of these which is unique 
to within order. Note that p(.v”) coincides with 7 (n). Thus, b!- the preceding 
theorem, the indecomposable objects in the category 9,: of finite-dimensional 
k-linear relations consist of the indecomposable objects of the subcategory .q , 
p(P”)(P f my); p(9) z3 7 l(n) 
together with the new indecomposable linear relations 
7(n), +7(n), -7 (n). 
DEFINITION 1.8. Using the notation of the preceding Structure Theorem, 
we call the invariant factors of the linear transformation T’ the nonsingular 
invariantfactors ofp, and we let t(n, p), t i(n, p), -t(n, p), +tl~(n, p) denote the 
number of direct summands in the decomposition of p which arc of types 7(n), 
74 (n), -; 7(n), --T+(n), respectively. 
The Structure Theorem assures us that the nonsingular invariant factors 
of p, together with the nonnegative integers t(n, p), t -(n, p), etc. (only finitely 
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many- of which are not 0) form a complete set of invariants for finite- 
dimensional linear relations. 
PROPOSITION 1.2. With notation as in the Structure Theorem, let 
c = 2 p,e, , w = Z qLei ; then: v+T+-(n)w ;f and only ;f 
0) Pl = 92, P, 2= q3 >..., PM = 411 ;
oT~(n)w zjj’ (i) and q1 = 0; v+T(n)w iff (i) and p, -= 0; zT(n)w zf (i) and 
P,! = Yl = 0. 
Proof. Trivial. 
\I’c sketch in passing the solution to the related problem of classifying the 
category whose objects are triples (V, IV, S) with V, IV finite-dimensional 
vector spaces over k and S a k-linear subspace of I,’ c; IV, and whose 
morphisms 
(L, w, S) + (V’, W’, S’) 
are defined to be pairs of k-linear transformations 
f: v-+ li’, g : w-t W’ 
such that 
(77, w) E s 2 (f(Zl), g(w)) E S’. 
Namely, it is quite easy to show that given such S (7 I’ 0 W there exist bases: 
el ,-, elc ,.f, ,...,fi , g, ,..., hrr,,! for p7, 
F J1 ,..., l?K , Fl ,..., F, , G, ,..., G,\, for IV, 
such that S is generated over 12 by the following: 
(ei , 0) with 1 ‘; i :<I k; 
(0, E,) with I c. i .<- 17; 
(fi , Pi) with 1 ; i ‘; I. 
Given these bases, S is determined completely; thus, it is clear that the 
integers h, 1, ~2, K, M determine (V, W, S) to within isomorphism. From this 
we may deduce that the isomorphism class of (V, IV, S) is completely 
determined by the following invariants: the dimensions of V and W and of 
the spaces (cf. [S, p. 521): 
Def S == (U : (21, w) E S for some 20) (of dimension k + I) 
Im S -. : {w : (0, w) E S for some ‘~1) (of dimension K + I) 
Ker S = @ : (2.‘, 0) E Sj (of dimension k) 
Ind S = {w : (0, w) E S> (of dimension K) 
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these dimensions being arbitrary integers subject only to the conditions, 
dim Ker S < dim Def S _ : dim V 
dim Ind S :< dim Im S ::; dim l$’ 
dim Def S - dim Ker S =- dim Im S - dim Ind S. 
As a matter of fact, with minor modifications we could easily drop the 
requirement that V and W have finite dimension; by contrast, this is not the 
case with the Structure Theorem for linear relations, and even the classical 
problem of classifying endomorphisms I’-t P’ is unsolved for infinite- 
dimensional r. 
SECTION 2 
We next prove the uniqueness part of the Structure Theorem of Sect. 1. 
Throughout this section, we make the standing assumption that p = (I/, R) 
is a finite-dimensional linear relation which is the direct sum of a nonsingular 
linear transformation p’ z-7 (V’, R’) together with (for n = I, 2,...) t(n) copies 
of type 7(n), t+(n) copies of type 7+(n), +t(n) copies of type ‘-T(B), and +tt(n) 
copies of type TT+(~). We also write t(n), t+(n), etc., as t(n, p), t-(n, p), etc. The 
proof of uniqueness will be complete when we have found expressions 
involving p alone (but not involving the choice of this particular decompo- 
sition of p as a direct sum) for the integers t(n), t*-(n), etc., and also for the 
isomorphism class of p’. 
For the purpose of constructing such expressions, we have available the 
operations on linear relations defined in Sect. 1, and also the following: 
DEFINITION 2. I. Let p ~ (V, R) be a linear relation, C’ a subspacc of I,-. 
We define Up = LTR to be 
{v : uRv for some u in 15’). 
Note that C’p is a subspace of V; note also that (cf. Def. 1.2) 
Cp-.l = C’R-1 = (TJ : vRu for some u in U]. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let p -x (V, R), p’ (I,“, R’) be linear relations and U, 
U’ subspaces of V, V’, respectively; then 
(U a) U’)(p @ p’) = (Up) @ (U’p’). 
Proof. Obvious from the definitions. 
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COROLLARY. For e-very integer i, 
O(P 0 p’)” = (W) 0 (o(P’y), 
(V 0 li’)(p 0 p’)” = (V/z+) @ (V’(p’>i). 
Proof. It suffices to note that by (I 1) of Prop. I. 1, (p @ p’)” = pi @ (P’)~. 
We next compute Opi and Vp” when (I’, Ii) is one of the basic types 7(n), 
7’(n), etc. Consider first 7(n) =: (I’, , T(n)), with V, = ke, @ ... @ ke, . Let 
zl = Zp,ei , w = .Z qiei . 
By Prop. 1.2, ~T(TL)w if and only if 
91 = 0, Pl = 92 '..., PIL-, = qn 5 p,, = 0. 
It easily follows that z~(T(fz))~ w if and only if 
q, = qr = 0, Pl = 93 ‘...a P,,-2 = qn 7 p,-1 = p,, = 0 
and, in general, if 1 :g i -, n - I, ~(Z’(TZ))” zu if and only if 
91 = ". mT Qi -Z 0, $1 = q&l )...) pa-f '= 4,, ) p,l-i~+l =' ". x p, = 0 
while if i I> n, v(T(n))i u! if and only if u -.: ZD = 0. We now obtain 
0( T(n))” = 0 = O(T(TL))-~ for i > 0 
Vn(T(n))i = (e,_, ,..., en> for I < i < n and 0 for i 3 n (2a) 
t’,,(T(n))-i = {e, ,..., e,-i] for 1 .< i < n and 0 for i >, II. 
JVe omit the similar calculations which lead to the following results: 
O(T+(n))i = 0 for i 1 0 
O(Tt-(n))-i = {e,,l_j ,..., e,) for 1 < i < fz, I’, for i > n 
Vn(TL(n))i = {eLLl ,..., e,) for 1 :< i < n, 0 for i > n 
PI 
Vn( 7-(n))-” = vn for i > 0 
O(iT(n))i = {e, ,..., eif for 1 <, i ‘< n, Vn for i > n 
O( -?‘(rz))-i = 0 for i > 0 
v,z(+T(n))i = I’, for i > 0 
5-J -T(n))-” = {e, ,..., enpi) for 1 < i < n, 0 for i > ~2 
0( FT+(n))i = {e, ,..., ei} for 1 ,< i ,< n, V, for i > n 
O(-+T+(n))-i = {e,+l-i ,..., e,j for 1 < i < n, r/, for i > n 




We supplement these results by noting that, p’ ~~ (I,“, T’) being a finite- 
dimensional nonsingular linear transformation, we have 
O(lr”)i ~ 0 -= O(T) 1) qyy _ [ I’ y(y) i for all i ‘, 0. (2e) 
Recalling the assumptions on p made at the beginning of this section, we have 
LEMMA 2.1. For i -= I, 2 ,... 
dim Opi, Ofi-’ 
Proof. Using (2a) through (2e), we compute OT~/OT~~’ when T is one of 
the basic types: 
It is 0 if 7 is any I or 71 (n); if 7 is I’m or 7 (n), it is one-dimensional 
if i :< n and 0 if i > n; it is 0 if 7 is a nonsingular linear transformation. 
The lemma follows immediately from these facts and the fact (cf. Corollary 
to Prop. 2.1) that if p -1 @:p,,! , then 
()pyp M o(o(P,,JiP(fm)i ‘1. 
We omit the proofs (which are similar) of the following two lemmas. 
LEMMA 2.2. For i -7 I, 2,.. 
dim I >‘-I/ L>i == c (t(n, p) $ t(n, p)). 
,,-.i 
LEMMA 2.3. For i -:= I, 2 ,... 
dim( Vfip’ n Op-l)/( C’p’ n 0~ ‘) = t+ (i, p) 
dim(Vplei n Op)/(V@ n Op) = '?(i, p). 
h-otice that we may determine all t (i), +t(i) in terms of p alone using 
Lemma 2.3, and then all t(i) and ‘t+(i) using Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2. It only 
remains to determine (up to isomorphism) the nonsingular transformation 
p’ = (V’, T’). 
IIEFINITION 2.2. Let p = (V, R) be a linear relation; we define 
op2 = (J Op”, op-” (J op-“, 
b’p” = (J li;ol’, vp-’ : n v-p, 
(unions and intersections with n ranging over the positive integers). (Note: 
Since we have 
op c op* c .“, I-,r, vp21) “. 
the sets defined in Def. 2.2 are subspaces of V.) 
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LEMMA 2.4. Let A = (II’,, , Ii,,) be a linear relation; then 
C’,,h” n b’,,h--” 
is 0 (f X is one of the types 7(n), I’m, .7(n), and V,, if h is some %+(n) or a 
nonsingular linear transformation. ,41so, 
Oh’ n OX-’ 
is 0 if X is a nonsingular linear transformation OY one of the types 7(n), T ’ (n) OY 
VT(~); C -,, if X is some ~I 7’ (n). 
Proof. Immediate, using (2a)-(2e). 
In the direct sum decomposition for p under discussion, let 7 be the direct 
sum of all those summands of type T(n) for all n, T+ the direct sum of all those 
summands of type I, etc. Thus, 
p~p’OTOT’i-)i-T~~‘I’T:, 
The functors C7pm n C-p? and Op” n 0~ mY commute with direct sums; the 
preceding lemma shows they annihilate 7, r , and 77, both preserve the space 
of 7; , while the first preserves and the second annihilates the space V’ of the 
nonsingular linear transformation p’ (I”, T’). Thus, if we set 
we have 
lTT:e now define a linear relation A(p) = (V”, R”) as follows: 
olR”,kl<:> 01 and ,l3 E V” and aRb for some a in OL, b in ,B. It is readily seen that 
A(p) (which is, in fact, a functor of p) is isomorphic to p’, via the obvious 
isomorphism 
Thus, the isomorphism class of p’ depends only on p, not on the choice of 
decomposition for p, which completes the proof of the uniqueness part of the 
Structure Theorem. 
SECTION 3 
Let p == (V, R) be a finite-dimensional k-linear relation. In this section, we 
prove that p is a direct sum of the type described in the Structure Theorem of 
Sect. 1. 
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To clarify our notions, let us recall the definition of direct sum in the form 
of the following obvious lemma. 
LEMMA 3.1. Suppose we have L k-linear relations 
uj == (Vi, Ri) ( I ,:.. i -: L). 
Let the subspace Ri of Vi @ Vi begenerated by the set 
ri = {(vij , wii) : 1 ::: j < G(i)) 
over k, where vi, , wij are in V,i . Then p =: (V, R) is the internal direct sum of 
(TV ,. . . , (Jo if and only if V is the internal direct sum of V, , . . . , V, and R is generated 
over k by 
u ri = {(vij , wij): 1 << i <L, 1 :< j < G(i)). 
We wish to show that p is the internal direct sum of a nonsingular linear 
transformation p’ = (V’, R’) and linear relations (r as follows: 
u(i), which is isomorphic to T(n(i)) (with 1 :C i cl IV); 
u’(i) 5~ T+(n l-(i)) (1 < i 2:; AT’); 
‘u(i) e -b(‘n(i)) (1 < i < ‘X); 
-mu’ 53 TT’(-+n&(i)) (1 :< i :< -TN’). 
Let us pick a basis fi ,..., fM for V’ and bases e(i, I),..., e(i, n(i)) for the space 
of o(i), such that each of these vectors stands in the relation c(i) to the next; 
e+(i, l),..., e+(i, n+(i)) for the space of u+(i) such that each of these vectors 
stands in the relation u+(i) to the next and the last stands in that relation to 0; 
etc. 
Using such a basis and Lemma 3.1, we see that the existence of such a 
direct sum decomposition for p is precisely equivalent to the existence of 
a basis B for V of the following special kind. 
The elements of B are: 
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while R is generated over k by the following set of pairs: 
(e(i, j), e(i, j + 1)) (1 < i :< N, 1 < j < n(i)) 
(e--(i, j), e +(i, j + l)), (e I-(i, n l-(i)), 0) (1 < i 5 Nf, 1 <:j < n’-(i)) 
( p(i, j), ie(i,j + l)), (0, Le(i, 1)) (1 < i < +N, 1 < j < -n(i)) 
( ‘e ;-(i, j), -e-l(i,j +- l)), (0, +e+-(i, I)), (+e+(i, ‘n+(i)), 0) 
(3b) 
(1 s-[ i :< -N”, 1 :<; j < +n+-(i)) 
where (tij) is a nonsingular M x 112 matrix over 12. 
DEFINITION 3.1. A basic B of the kind just described will be called a basis 
for Ls adapted to R; (tii) will be called the associated matrix; we denote by 
P(B) the set of pairs (3b). 
(Note: ‘Il’e do not rule outthepossibilitythatsomeamongN, W, ++N, +N+, i?Z 
may be 0, in which case the corresponding basis vectors and direct summands 
of p will not occur; on the other hand, every n(i), n+(i), etc., is a positive 
integer.) 
Using this terminology, the proof of the Structure Theorem of Sect. 1 
will be complete when we have proved: 
Given a finite-dimensional k-linear relation p = (V, R), there exists a basis 
for I7 adapted to R. Arguing by induction on dim V, we may make the 
inductive assumption that an adapted basis always exists for linear relations 
on spaces of dimension less than that of V. (We begin the induction with the 
case dim 1. = 0, when the empty set is an adapted basis with 
\Ve first prove the existence of a basis for V adapted to R under the 
additional assumption, 
OR-l f 0. 
In this case, we introduce the new linear relation (I’, , R,,) where 
I/,, = T-,OR-’ and AR,B holds if and only if: 
-4, B are in V/OR-‘, and aRb for some a in A, b in R. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let A, B be in Vu, a E A. Then 
AR,B u aRb for some b in B. 
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Pm$ .: : clear. 
-J- : If AR,,B, then a’Rb for some a’ in -4, h in B. n - n’ E ORE l, ix., 
(a - a’) RO; “adding” this by LK3 to a’Rb, we get aRb. 
/ Since OR-’ ;r 0, dim 17,, < dim I-; by the inductive assumption, there is 
a basis for ITo adapted to R,, , say, the basis B* consisting of 
B(i, j) (I ‘-. i s, 1 :; .” n(i)) 
E I (i, j) (I i :1z-, I j m (i)) 
+E(i, j) (1 .i :\‘, I j -49) 
‘El(i, j) (I i .\I , 1 j 111 (i)) 
1;1 ,..., K, > 
with associated M x M matrix (tu), and such that P(B,,) generates R,, over k 
(cf. Def. 3.1). 
Note: We do not exclude the possibility that I,, =- 0, when 
\\‘e shall now “lift” B* to obtain a basis for I,’ adapted to R. Let z : I’+ I’,, 
be the natural map. \Ve may find 
e(i,j) (1 i A~, I .-. j . . n(i)) 
in I’, such that 
r(r(i, j)) ~~ E(i, j), e(i, j) Ke(i, j ~- I) 
as follows: begin by picking all e(i, l), then (using Lemma 3.1 and the fact 
E(i, I) R,,E(i, 2)) pick e(;, 2) with 
n(e(i, 2)) ~ E(i, 2), e(i, I) Ke(i, 2), 
then pick all P(;, 3) etc. 
Similarly, wc find 
4i, .i) (I- i r.V, i l j . in(i)) 
in I/-, such that 
v(‘c(i, j)) =- !~E(i, j), OR e(i, I), e(i, j) Rle(i, j it 1). 
The situation in lifting Ef and ;Emt is a bit different. Recall we have 
Ei(i, j) R,E~’ (i, j + I); Bi(i, m+(i)) R,,O. 
As in the preceding two cases, we may find 
ei (i, j) (1 .< i -:I Alfi~, 1 z j ::. m’(i)) 
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such that 
~-(e 1 (i, j)) = ET (i, j), e+(i, j) Re+(i, j + 1). 
Since E (i, HZ+(~)) R,O, there exists by Lemma 3.2, e i (i, m+(i) + 1) in OR-r 
with 
ec(i, m+(i)) R&(i, m 1 (i) i 1). e’(i, m (i) + 1) RO. 
Thus, the chain 
E’qi, I), E+(i, 2) ,...) ET@, b(i)), 0, 
each vector of which stands in the relation R(, to the next, is “lifted” to a chain 
of R-related vectors which is longer by one vector, 
e-(i, I), e+(i, 2) ,..., e-l(i, m-(i)), e+(i, m+(i) + I), 0. 
We shall include these “extra” vectors e (i, T&(Z) + 1) in the basis we are 
constructing. 
By similar reasoning, we obtain 
-me-(i,j) (1 < i < 4M+, 1 <j :g -Inzf(i) + I) 
with each element of the chain 
0, +e’-(i, I), +ei-(i, 2) ,..., +-e+(i, +m’(i) + I), 0 
in the relation R to the next one, and 
n( e+(i,j)) = +E+~(i,j) 
FYe next show we may lift the Fi to findf, ,...,i\, in I’ with 
4fj) = F, > f;R(z,f,jf,)* 
To do this, first pick anyg, ,..., R,,, in I’ with n(gi) = Fj . Since FiR,,(Z;ti,F,), 
it follows from Lemma 3.2 that 
for some ni in OR-l, i.e., with &RO. 
\Ve now pick Cjj in k so 
.fi = ,~i + ,%A 
have the required properties. Certainly, r(fj) = Fj , since x(d,) == 0, while 
the condition fiR(ZtJj), i.e., 
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will hold provided the matrix (Cii) is chosen as the inverse of the nonsingular 
matrix (tij), since it then becomes 
(gi i- zcijdj) R(ztijgj + di) 
which is seen to hold by adding 
“.R(Z’t;,gj c dj) b 1 
and 
(ZCijdj) RO. 
Let B, denote the set of vectors in I’ constructed so far, i.e., B, consists of 
4 j) (1 --‘: i _ N, i j .._ tz(i)) 
e -(i, j) (I .< i :,: Ads, I j . . m-(i) + 1) 
e(i, j) (1 : .- i ..< ‘N, 1 ’ j +n(i)) 
e’(i,j) (1 i .-II , I ‘j : ‘mf(i) -- 1) 
.fi Y,f.~, .
The “extra” vectors 
e’(i, rt~t(i) + I) (1 :G i . . JIP) and e+(i, ‘-m I(i) -b 1) (1 i -.I1 ) 
in B, form a set of B,, of vectors lying in OR-l; let W denote the subspace of 
OR-l spanned by B, . 
Claim. W f~ OR ~ 0, B, is a linearly independent set. 
To see this, suppose that w E W, i.e., 
u: == ZC;e+(i, d(i) + 1) -1 Zd, ;e’(i, 4nz!(i) + 1) 
and that ORw. Both halves of the claim will be proved if we show that then 
all Ci and di are 0. 
We have vRw with 
v =: TX,e~(i, w(i)) i- ,Zdi -!e’(i, +mf(i)) 
so, since ORw, we deduce that (TJ - 0) R(zo - w), i.e., vR0, z’ E OR-I. Hence, 
0 = T(V) == ZCiE+(i, m+(i)) + z;Ii ‘E’(i, ‘m+(i)). 
Since B* is a basis, all Cj and di must be 0, as was to be proved. 
This being proved, it follows we can enlarge B, to a basis B,, u B, u II, 
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for OR-‘, where B, is a basis for OR-l n OR, and B, , B, , B, are disjoint. 
\Ye choose the notation 
+ e. (i, I ) ( L;Jf : < i --: -‘iv-~) for the elements of B2 , 
ei(i, I) (l\I- < i c’ ,V) for the elements of B, , 
(with +Si M’ if B, is empty, .V. m=: ,21, if B, is empty). 
IYe now claim that 
B =~m B, v B, u B, 
is a basis for 1,’ adapted to R with associated matrix (tjj). If n-e set 
n-(i) = nz!(i) + I for 1 -. i : ill’ and 1 for 31. < i >.; 1\:- 
‘n- (i) --= 4 m (i) + I for l :< i x ~mM+ and 1 for -EM 1 < i : - S , 
we see that the elements of B are enumerated in the form (3a). ;L’Ioreover, it is 
clear from the construction of B that all pairs in P(B) lie in R. To complete 
the proof of our claim, it suffices to show three things: B spans I;, B is 
linearly independent, and every element of R is in the span of P(B). 
B spaizs I,?. By construction, n(B1 - B,) := B*, so r(B) spans 
I’,, = IT/ORpl. The subset B, u B, u 8, of B spans OR-l. Hence, B spans I’. 
B is a linearly independe?zt set. Suppose a linear combination over k of 
the elements of B is 0. Applying n, which maps B, - B, bijectively onto the 
basis B” for v,, , and maps every element of B, u B, u B, into 0, we see that 
all coefficients of elements of B, - B,, must be 0. Since, by construction, 
B,, u B, u B, is a basis for OR-l, the remaining coefficients must also be 0. 
R is contained in tize span of P(B). Let P(B) span R’, (z’, q) E R; we 
must show that (21, w,) E R’. 
Since (~(a), v(q)) is in R,,, it is a linear combination of the pairs of P(B*); 
since every pair in P(B*) is the image under rr @ x of a pair in P(B), we 
conclude that (z’, z’~) is the sum of a linear combination of elements of P(B) and 
a pair (u, u,) with u and u1 in OR-l. uRu, ; me are done if we show (u, uI) E R’. 
It suffices to show that (u, 0) and (0, ul) lie in R’. Recall that OR-l is 
spanned by the vectors of B, u B, u B, , i.e., by the vectors 
e-~(i, W(i)) (1 :< i xSi N+) 
-+ e+(i, 4 n+ (i)) (1 :< i < ‘AT’). 
Since, for each of these vectors e, (e, 0) is in P(B) [cf. the list (3b) preceding 
Def. 3.11, and since u is a linear combination of these vectors, it follows that 
(u, 0) is in R’. 
r\-ow, u E OR-l, i.e., uR0 and uRu, imply that (U - U) R(u, - 0), i.e., 
ORu, . Thus, ur lies in OR-1 n OR, a space which is spanned by the vectors 
of R, , i.e., the vectors 
-e-‘(i, 1) ( :\I i i . :. +lv~L). 
Since for each of these vectors cl in l3, , (0, C) is in P(N), and since ur is 
a linear combination of these vectors. it follow-s that (0, u,) is in R’, as was 
to be shown. Thus, I’(B) spans R. 
I17c have, thus, completed the proof that there exists a basis for I. adapted 
to K, under the assumption that OR~-l ,’ 0 (and, of course, using the inductive 
assumption). By symmetry. an adapted basis will exist if OR # 0 (note that 
an adapted basis exists for R, if and only if it does for R-~I). By passing to the 
adjoint linear relation p” (I-‘, Ii”) (cf. Def. 1.3), vve see that an adapted 
basis also exists when I-R !~ I7 or 17R l 7’ I?; namely, the following two 
lemmas show that then (C-“, R*j satisfies OR* or Owl 1.’ 0. hence, 
(by the preceding) has an adapted basis, and that then the same is true fat 
(I -> 4. 
LElials 3.3. Let (f -, R) be a linear relation with adjoint (I-*, R”); then 
O(R*) I is the orthogonal complement qf I’R in PK. 
PYOOf. Let a: E V”, then 
01 is in O(R*)--l CG- 
a!R*O <* 
(Z&J’ _. a@‘) r= 0) e 
( ~1’ t C;R 2 &!(a’) = 0) < :- 
LZ is in the orthogonal complement of VR. 
LEMMA 3.4. The linear relation (V, R) p .. ouesses an adapted basis, if and 
only ;f its adjoint relation does. 
Proof. We prove instead the equivalent assertion, p is a direct sum as in 
the Structure Theorem, if and only if p* is. Since (p*)* a p [(2) of Prop. 1 .I], 
it suffices to prove the “only if” part. Since the adjoint operation commutes 
with direct sums [(9) of Prop. I.11 and since if p’ is a nonsingular linear 
transformation, so is (p’)” (it is the adjoint transformation), it suffices to verify 
the following: 
(T(n))* M :7+(n), (d(n))* m 7 / (n), 
(+T(Yl))* m +7(n), (‘T+(n))” m T(n). 
Consider first I = (V, , T(n)), where fer ,..., e,,] is a basis for V,, and 
(e, , ed,..., (en-, , 4 
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generate T(n) over k. Let {e,” ,..., e,,*] be the basis for Ti,,* dual to (e, ,..., e,]; 
then if 
a -= pnel* + pnele2* + ... 2 p,e,l*, p 7 qneli I- ... {- g,e,,‘, 
x( T(n))y3 -3 
a(z’r) =- P(E) for any linear combination (a, zr) of (er , P,),..., (e,,-r , e,,) 
-3 cf(e,) = /3(e,),..., a(e,,) = ,B(e,,-,) -3 
Pl = y:! ,.‘.1 P,!+, = gn . 
\Ve then see from Prop. I .2 that the isomorphism I-,, c + b.,, which maps 
v -F e,, , e,* - e,,+, ,..., e,” 
$ 
- e, induces an isomorphism ( C’,“, (T(n))*) p) 
,, , i T (n)) so (7(n))* - ‘7’(n). 
Next, consider T-I(~) = (I,.,, , 7’+(n)). T-(n) is the nilpotent linear transfor- 
mation on r,, w-hich maps 
eI - e, , e2 - eQ ,..., e,, -, - e, , e,, 4 0. 
(~(n))~ is the adjoint linear transformation, which one readily computes to 
be isomorphic to I-. Since -I Q (TV’) l, WC see by (7) of Prop. 1.1 
that (+T(T~))* m ((7’(n))*)-’ z (I’) l M +~(n). Finally, by (2) of Prop. 1.1, 
(-T’(n))* k ((T(n))*)* Rz 7(n). 
Thus, we have shown there exists a basis for V adapted to R, except in 
the case 
OR-l = 0 = OR 
But in this remaining case, (V, R) is a nonsingular linear transformation, and 
the theorem holds trivially. This completes our induction, and the proof of 
the Structure Theorem. 
Remark One. Our method of proof (passing to the linear relation (R,, , V,,) 
and arguing by induction in the case OR--l f 0, etc.) could also be used to 
give an alternative proof of the uniqueness part of the Structure Theorem. 
Remark Two. All the preceding definitions, results and proofs (with 
the exception of the concept of ‘non-singular invariant factor’ in Def. 1.8) 
extend to the case that k is a division ring, with no change except the need 
to distinguish between left and right k-linear relations. 
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